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The Smart Disinfection and Sanitation Tunnel is a demonstration of how It has been designed to provide maximum 
protection to people passing through the tunnel in around 15 seconds. Which can help the community to fight against the 

COVID-19. The main idea of this project is to make a tunnel that can try and prevent the spread of COVID-19.This disinfection 
and sanitation tunnel is prepared in order to sanitize people within 15 seconds from any possible bacteria. The disinfectant 
solution used consists of a combination of sodium hypochlorite (NaOCl) and water (H2O). The disinfectant is non-volatile, 
thus enabling prolonged veridical and bactericidal activity and sanitizing the surfaces. So, we took this initiative to make this 
Smart Disinfection and Sanitation Tunnel. This tunnel was made in a time span of 12hrs. It can disinfect a person fully from 
head to toe in a time span of just 15 seconds and the solution used is completely harmless. A 1HP Water Pump machine is 
placed on the side of each tunnel that takes the solution of 0.4% of Sodium hypochlorite solution in 100 Litre of water from 
the tank. As the machine is automatic it senses whether anyone is entering into the tunnel. As anyone enters into the tunnel 
the Water Pump gets started for 15 seconds. So that the user can pass through that tunnel and if there is no one in the tunnel 
the pump will be off to save the water and electricity. The misty disinfectant spray protects citizens from catching bacteria 
for a period of at least 60 minutes (Approximate). As it disinfects the air, exposed skin, and human clothing. A plastic tank for 
200 liters of solution and a pump for the high-pressure pipe system is located on the side of the tunnel. As per calculation the 
solution should be enough for 8-10 hours. Since it has a motion sensor above the entrance in order to save an antiseptic. (May 
varies according to the people entering into tunnel). A plastic tank for 200 liters of solution and a pump for the high-pressure 
pipe system is located on the side of the tunnel which is connected with 4-Way Fogger Assembly. Micro tubbing pipes have 
been used throughout the tunnel to supply the solution to the fogger. Inside, there is a high-pressure pipeline with 4 4-Way 
Fogger which can be connected. The fog leaves no marks on clothes, while completely enveloping the incoming person and 
destroys the virus even in hard-to-reach folds of clothing and protects for some time after the exit. As a solution, a certified 
solution is used in this project.
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